
Black Friday & Cyber Monday Week 2019 
40% off all themes and stacks listed on ThemeFlood.com or Stacks4Stacks.com


The promotion ends at 11.59PM GMT on Sunday 8th December 2019.


The 40% promotion will only be applied at the checkout if a blackfriday coupon code is 
entered. Watch this video to learn how. It is very easy:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUw2mTMIcRY


If no coupon code is entered at the checkout, the item will be charged at its normal price. 
Regretfully a discount or partial refund cannot be applied after the transaction is 
completed. 


The normal terms and conditions apply (displayed in the first screen of the checkout and 
available via the 'legal' link in the website footer) for purchases.


The free update window closed on 1st January 2019:

https://forums.realmacsoftware.com/t/free-update-window-is-closing/24108

So this is a great opportunity to re-buy copies of addons, you may have forgotten to 
update previously.


Addons listed on SeyDesign, RWExtras and RapidSearchPro are NOT included in this 
promotion. It is hoped to do a separate promotion for these around Christmas or early 
2020. To try and spread things out a bit. Major updates are planned for some of these 
addons, so please keep a close eye on the RapidWeaver forums for further news.


At the request of forum moderators, announcement threads on the forums will be deleted 
after the promotion finishes. Therefore these may not good places to reply with questions. 
Please either start a new discussion or get in contact directly.


Please consider reviewing addons you use. You can review them on places like the 
RapidWeaver Community website, forums and social media. Unlike some companies, we 
do not pay to advertise / promote addons or operate secret affiliate / referral schemes! 
Saying a few kind words is a quick and honest way to help promote the addons to new 
users and support us in what we do, with the aim of keeping prices lower all year round, 
for everyone.


For free themes and stacks, please consider making a small monetary contribution to 
support ongoing updates. Links for doing this can be found on the websites. Especially if 
you require support for them or you want to submit feature requests for them. This is of 
significant help and covers the hosting / bandwidth costs of providing them.


Thank you for all your support throughout the year! Please email me if you have any 
further questions or want to chat about anything.

https://willwoodgate.com/ 
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